Accessible X-Word Grammar

Lesson 11 The Future
Name: ________________
Date: ________________

QUIZ
Lesson 11: The Future
Part A:Three future forms; small differences: There are 3 future forms in English.
What is each usually used for? Write the uses on the lines
prediction

certain future plan

1

certain future plan

2

intention

3

prediction

intention
be + Ving
be going to Vb
will Vb

Part B: Now look at some sentences that use the three different future forms.
First analyze the sentence:
1) Mark the X-Words
2) Mark verb forms
3) underline be going to
4) Put a squiggle under time clues.
Then write whether you think these sentences are about a Prediction, an
intention, or a Certain future plan
EXAMPLE

certain future plan

1.

prediction

2. intention
3.

certain future plan

4. prediction
5. intention
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X Ving
Jack is having dinner with Jill’s family tonight.

X Vb
VxS
Minji will go to college if she passes the test.
Vb
Sumin is going to stay home this weekend.
X Ving
Ben is leaving for Mexico tomorrow morning.
X MW
Vb
I will probably teach this class in September.
Vb
Ben is going to return to this school in September.

1

6. certain future plan

X Ving
This English class is ending on June 10th.

Part C Mark the X-Words, middle words, Verb forms, and subjects.
S VxD
S X MW
Vb
1. Mary broke her foot, but she will probably play soccer next season anyway.
X
S
Vb
2. Is your friend going to bake you a cake for your birthday?
S X MW Ving
3. Tom isn’t joining us for a drink after work.

Part D: Write affirmative statements (AFF), negative statements (NEG), or yes/no
questions (Y/N) as indicated. Don’t forget that the contraction of will not is won’t.
Both “not” and “n’t” are OK
1

We are going to go to the Dominican Republic this summer.

a

(Neg)

b

(Y/N)

2

Her sister is graduating this Sunday.

a

(Neg)

Her sister is not graduating this Sunday.

b

(Y/N)

Is her sister graduating this Sunday?

3

Is John going to sign up for the summer class?

a

(Aff)

John is going to sign up for the summer class.

b

(Neg)

John isn’t going to sign up for the summer class.

4

It won’t be hot in August.

a

(Aff)

It will be hot in August.

b

(Y/N)

Will it be hot in August?

We aren’t going to go to the Dominican Republic this summer.
Are we going to go to the Dominican Republic this summer?

Review: Write verb tenses that go with the time expressions. Only the main verb is
given. Add the necessary X-Words.
By the time I got to class, the test (end) 1 had ended.
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George (get) 2 got his green card ten years ago, but he (live) 3 *has lived in the U.S
since 1995.
Anna usually (cook) 4 cooks for herself, but tonight she (go out) 5 is going out with
friends instead.
*or “has been living”
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